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Brief survey of 
black hole

physics 









What is going on at the interface between 
theoretical general relativity, 

string-inspired models, 
and observational astrophysics ?

Abstract:

Let’s take a broad overview of the situation...



 • Astrophysical Black Holes 
   (from super-massive to stellar)
 • Primordial and Mini Black Holes
 • Black Hole Entropy
 • Information Paradox
 • Asymptotic Symmetries
 • Anomalies
 • Attractor Mechanism
 • Holography
 • ADS/CFT correspondence

This workshop:



Astronomers have certainly seen things that are 
small, dark, and heavy...

Observational astronomy:

But are these small,
 dark, heavy objects 
really black holes 
in the sense of 

general relativity ?

Do black holes
“exist” ?



Do black holes
“exist” ?

Small,  dark,  and heavy...

2m/r ~ 1/3 !

Accretion disks probe down to the ISCO:

ADAFs probe down to 2m/r ~ 1 ?

Everything so far compatible with Schwarzschild/ Kerr.

Observational astronomy:



Do black holes
“exist”?

General relativity (theory):

(Eternal) black holes certainly exist mathematically, 
as stationary vacuum solutions in general relativity...

Classical black holes (future event horizons) 
certainly exist mathematically as the 

end result of classical collapse based on 
certain physically plausible equations of state. 

BUT...    (insert favourite “problem” here...)





The information “problem” is more of an 
“issue” than a “problem”...

Information
“problem” ?

It’s just one of those things you have to live with 
if you accept the standard Carter-Penrose diagram 

for stellar collapse...

For all practical purposes:

Information loss <==> non-unitary evolution in the 
domain of outer communication...



An event horizon
automatically 

leads to non-unitary 
evolution ---

at least as seen 
from the outside...

(domain of outer communication)

Information
“problem” ?



But is “event horizon” the right concept to be using ?

Especially once you add semiclassical quantum physics,
specifically Hawking evaporation...

There are other possible definitions of horizon: 
apparent,   dynamical,   trapping horizons

that may make more physical sense... 

(For instance, in numerical general relativity, 
event horizons are seriously diseased.)

Information
“problem” ?



“The way the information gets out seems 
  to be that a true event horizon never forms, 
  just an apparent horizon.” 

If you believe that Hawking evaporation is unitary:

(as seen from our own asymptotically flat region...)

(Stephen Hawking in the abstract to his GR17 talk.) 
The event/ absolute/ apparent/ trapping/ horizon 

distinction may be critically important...

Information
“problem” ?



Information
“problem” ?
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FIG. 1: The standard space-time diagram depicting black hole formation and evaporation.

event horizon should steadily decrease. This then leads to black hole evaporation depicted

in figure 1 [11].

If one does not examine space-time geometry but uses instead intuition derived from

Minkowskian physics, one may be surprised that although there is no black hole at the

end, the initial pure state has evolved in to a mixed state. Note however that while space-

time is now dynamical even after the collapse, there is still a final singularity, i.e., a final

boundary in addition to I+. Therefore, it is not at all surprising that, in this approximation,

information is lost —it is still swallowed by the final singularity [10]. Thus, provided figure

1 is a reasonable approximation of black hole evaporation and one does not add new input

‘by hand’, then pure states must evolve in to mixed states.

The question then is to what extent this diagram is a good representation of the physical

situation. The general argument in the relativity community has been the following (see

e.g. [12]). Figure 1 should be an excellent representation of the actual physical situation

as long as the black hole is much larger than the Planck scale. Therefore, problems, if any,

are associated only with the end point of the evaporation process. It is only here that the

semi-classical approximation fails and one needs full quantum gravity. Whatever these ‘end

e!ects’ are, they deal only with the Planck scale objects and would be too small to recover

the correlations that have been steadily lost as the large black hole evaporated down to the

Planck scale. Hence pure states must evolve to mixed states and information is lost.

Tight as this argument seems, it overlooks two important considerations. First, one would

hope that quantum theory is free of infinities whence figure 1 can not be a good depiction

of physics near the entire singularity —not just near the end point of the evaporation
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don’t ask,
don’t tell

“Standard” 
Carter-Penrose 
diagram for an

evaporating 
black hole...
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FIG. 2: Space-time diagram of black hole evaporation where the classical singularity is resolved

by quantum geometry e!ects. The shaded region lies in the ‘deep Planck regime’ where geome-

try is genuinely quantum mechanical. H is the trapping horizon which is first space-like (i.e., a

dynamical horizon) and grows because of infalling matter and then becomes time-like (i.e., a time-

like membrane) and shrinks because of Hawking evaporation. In region I, there is a well-defined

semi-classical geometry.

two considerations: i) the situation in the CGHS model where detailed calculations are

possible and show that the quantum space-time has this property; and ii) experience with

the action of the Hamiltonian constraint in the spherically symmetric midi-superspace in

four dimensions. However, only detailed calculations can decide whether this assumption

is borne out. Since our goal in this paper is only to point out the existence of a possible

space-time description in which information can be recovered at future null infinity, for our

purposes it su!ces to note only that none of the existing arguments rule out this mechanism.

We will refer to figure 2 as a ‘Penrose diagram’ where the inverted commas will serve

as a reminder that we are not dealing with a purely classical space-time. Throughout the

quantum evolution, the pure state remains pure and so we again have a pure state on I+.

In this sense there is no information loss. Noteworthy features of this ‘Penrose diagram’ are

the following.

i) E!ect of the resolution of the classical singularity: Region marked I is well-
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Ashtekar-Bojowald
version of the 

Carter-Penrose 
diagram for an

evaporating 
black hole...

Planckian
curvature

Information
“problem” ?
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FIG. 4: A mass profile m(v) in advanced time v.

flux (or energy-momentum density) T r
v given by

Gr
v =

2r4m!

(r3 + 2l2m)2
(12)

where m! = dm/dv. This describes pure radiation, recov-
ering the Vaidya solutions for l = 0 and at large radius.
In the Vaidya solutions, the ingoing radiation creates a
central singularity, but in these models, the centre re-
mains regular, with the same central energy density given
by (3). It seems that the e!ective cosmological constant
protects the core.

The ingoing energy flux is positive if m is increasing
and negative if m is decreasing. A key point is that trap-
ping horizons still occur where the invariant grr = F (r, v)
vanishes [7]. Then one can apply the previous analysis to
locate the trapping horizons in (v, r) coordinates param-
eterized by m, given by m(r±) in (6) and a mass profile
m(v); qualitatively, by inspecting Figs. 3 and 4.

Ingoing radiation. One can now model formation and
evaporation of a static black-hole region. Introduce six
consecutive advanced times va < vb < . . . < vf and
consider smooth profiles of m(v), meaning m!(v) at least
continuous, such that (Fig. 4)

!v " (#$, va) : m(v) = 0 (13)

!v " (va, vc) : m!(v) > 0 (14)

!v " (vc, vd) : m(v) = m0 > m" (15)

!v " (vd, vf ) : m!(v) < 0 (16)

!v " (vf ,$) : m(v) = 0. (17)

Then

%vb " (va, vc) : m(vb) = m" (18)

%ve " (vd, vf ) : m(ve) = m". (19)

These transition times mark the appearance and dis-
appearance of a pair of trapping horizons: for v < vb

and v > ve, there is no trapping horizon, while for
vb < v < ve, there are outer and inner trapping horizons,
in the sense of the author’s local classification [7]. These
horizons join smoothly at the transitions and therefore
unite as a single smooth trapping horizon enclosing a
compact region of trapped surfaces (Fig. 5, for r < r0).

Outgoing radiation. Thus far, only the ingoing Hawk-
ing radiation has been modelled, since outgoing radiation
does not enter the equation of motion of the trapping
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FIG. 5: Penrose diagram of formation and evaporation of a
regular black hole in the given models.

horizon; in terms of retarded time u, Tvv and Tuv enter,
but Tuu does not [7]. Outgoing Hawking radiation will
now be modelled by adapting an idea of Hiscock [13]:
select a certain radius r0 > 2m0 outside the black hole,
and adopt the above negative-energy radiation only in-
side that radius, balanced by outgoing positive-energy
radiation outside that radius, with the same mass pro-
file (Fig. 5). This is an idealized model of pair creation
of ingoing particles with negative energy and outgoing
particles with positive energy, locally conserving energy.

In more detail, consider an outgoing Vaidya-like region

ds2 = r2dS2 # 2dudr # Fdu2 (20)

with F (r, u) as before (5), with m replaced by a mass
function n(u). Fix the zero point of the retarded time
u so that r = r0 corresponds to u = v. Now take the
above model only for v < vd (13)–(15). For v > vd, keep
the profiles (16)–(17) for r < r0, but for r > r0, take an
outgoing Vaidya-like region with

!u < vd : n(u) = m0 (21)

Hayward
version of the 

Carter-Penrose 
diagram for an

evaporating 
black hole...

Information
“problem” ?



Apparent horizons
without an 

event horizon

Bergmann-Roman

Information
“problem” ?



You do not need an event horizon to get 
Hawking radiation...

(e.g., Hajicek, plus many others...)

You do not even need apparent/ dynamical/ trapping 
horizons to get a Hawking-like flux...

(Barcelo,  Liberati,  Sonego,  Visser)

So do we actually need “black holes” to do
“black hole physics” ?

Information
“problem” ?



[ Not  Veli Lossinj ]



Do black holes
“exist” ?

Can one avoid black hole formation with a suitably
  weird equation of state ?

Can one avoid black hole formation with 
semi-classical quantum effects ? 

Can one avoid black hole formation with 
“quantum gravity” ? 

The possibilities are rather tightly constrained.



Do black holes
“exist” ?

There is of course the utter gibbering crackpot fringe...

(Names suppressed to protect the guilty.)

“Physically reasonable” alternatives to black hole 
formation are counted on the fingers of one 

(severely mutilated) hand...

(For selected values of  “physically reasonable”.)



(even the physics-challenged have 
access to graphics software...)



Do alternatives
“exist” ?

Quark stars,  Q-balls,   boson-stars?

Gravastars:    Mazur--Mottola variants.

Gravastars:    Laughlin-et-al variants.

Fuzz-balls:    Mathur-et-al variant.

Fuzz-balls:      Amati variant.

Vachaspati & Krauss...

Boulware... Marek  Abramowicz...

Hajicek...



Quark stars,  Q-balls,   boson-stars?

(Change EOS:  Star/white dwarf/ neutron star/ etc...)

Questionable justification for EOS...

Still have Buchdahl-Bondi bound:                       
2m/r <= 8/9 for any 

isotropic pressure profile.

So you cannot get  “close”  to 2m/r ~ 1,
unless you have anisotropic stresses.

Q-balls ?



Gravastars:

Core:     de Sitter like....

Exterior:   Schwarzschild like...

Where the horizon would have formed:  2m/r ~ 1

1) don’t ask...

2) anisotropies guaranteed...

3) breakdown of spacetime manifold ? [Laughlin]

4) one-loop action ?   [Mazur--Mottola]

Gravastars ?



Fuzz balls:

Explicit calculations appear to be limited to 
extremal/ near-extremal regime... 

Black hole  “interior” =  “string muck”? 

Not  *a*  spacetime,   a *superposition* of   “spacetimes”?

(And none of the individual  “spacetimes”  
in the superposition has a horizon?) 

Fuzz balls ?



curvature scales at the horizon are much larger than this length for large black holes.
Thus it would appear that the precise theory of quantum gravity is irrelevant to the
process of Hawking radiation and thus for the resolution of the paradox.

String theory is a consistent theory of quantum gravity; further, it is a theory with
no free parameters. We should therefore ask how this theory deals with black holes.
The past decade has shown dramatic progress in our understanding of black holes in
string theory. We have understood how to count microstates of black holes. Recent
computations suggest that the resolution of the information paradox lies in the fact that
quantum gravity e!ects do not stay confined to microscopic distances, and the black
hole interior is quite di!erent from the naive picture suggested by classical gravity. This
review gives an elementary introduction to these ideas and conjectures.

1(a) 1(b)

Figure 1: (a) The conventional picture of a black hole (b) the proposed picture – state
information is distributed throughout the ‘fuzzball’.

2 Making black holes in string theory

Susskind et. al [3] proposed an interesting approach to studying black holes in string
theory. Consider a highly excited state of a string. Thus the state has a mass M !
!!"1/2. Assume that the string coupling is small (g " 1) so the string is essentially
free. The left and right oscillator levels are NL, NR #

$
!!M ! 1, so there is a large

degeneracy N of states with this mass. This count of microscopic states gives an entropy
Smicro = ln[N ] #

$
!!M . (The exact proportionality constant depends on how many

directions are compactified; such compact directions provide winding modes that also
contribute to the entropy.)

Now imagine increasing the string coupling g; this brings in gravity since the Newton
gravitational constant is G # g2. If M was su"ciently large then we expect to get a black
hole of mass M . We can compute the Bekenstein entropy of this hole SBek = A/4G. For
a Schwarzschild hole in 3+1 noncompact dimensions we get SBek # M2. More generally,

if we had D noncompact spacetime directions we get SBek # M
D!2

D!3 .

3

GR Fuzz ball



Fate of gravitational collapse 
in semiclassical gravity.

     Carlos Barcelo, Stefano Liberati, 
     Sebastiano Sonego, Matt Visser.

     e-Print: arXiv:0712.1130 [gr-qc]
     Physical Review D77 (2008) 044032

Our proposal:

(see tomorrow’s talk)

http://arXiv.org/abs/0712.1130
http://arXiv.org/abs/0712.1130


“Horizons are not detectable with local physics”

Common statement:

This is, of course, *false*.

Detecting horizons:

Though it’s  *almost*  true...      True statements are:  

“Event horizons are (often) not detectable with local physics”

“Horizons are not detectable with local physics”

“Apparent/ dynamical/ trapping  horizons are not 
detectable with ultra-local physics”



Event horizons can form 
in locally flat portions of 

Minkowski spacetime

Just let a dust shell collapse...

Apply Birkhoff’s theorem...

Event horizon =/=
strong (local) gravity...

Event horizons:

This class of event horizons
is certainly not detectable

by local physics.



Measuring 
2m(r)/r:

Apparent/ dynamical/ trapping horizons are typically
associated with    2m(r)/r ~ 1

And  2m(r)/r  is measurable using local 
(though not ultra-local) physics.

In any finite-size laboratory you can measure the 
Riemann tensor.

Equivalently, physics with finite-range interactions
is sensitive to the Riemann tensor.

Proof:



In spherical symmetry the orthonormal components 
of the Riemann tensor are linear combinations 

of density, radial and transverse pressures, 
and 2m(r)/r.

The stress-energy tensor is certainly measurable 
using local physics.

Combining:  2m(r)/r  is measurable using local 
(though not ultra-local) physics.



Apparent/ dynamical/ trapping horizons 
are detectable using local 

(though not ultra-local) physics.

The most physically interesting horizons 
are detectable using local 

(though not ultra-local) physics.

At the risk of initiating tribal warfare:



Lot’s of subtle things going on in black hole physics...

Many deep issues of principle remain...



xxx

In my more
cynical 

moments...



   “It is important to keep an 
open mind;  just not so open 

that your brains fall out”
 

                         --- Albert Einstein


